Pre-conference: Circle 3 elements of good writing you will show me in your piece.

Good Writers

- Think and plan before writing.
- Choose a small topic they care about.
- Write a snappy beginning (lead).
- Keep the reader’s interest.
- Reread.
- Create pictures (add detail and talking).
- Choose interesting words (not tired words).
- Sound like themselves (personal style).
- Craft an ending.
- Reread to revise:
  ✓ Make sure it makes sense.
  ✓ Add dialog (talking).
  ✓ Add details (create a picture).
  ✓ Change tired words to interesting words.
  ✓ Use lassos and carets to add and organize.

- Reread to edit:
  ✓ Add capital letters.
  ✓ Add periods, question marks, and exclamation points.
  ✓ Add quotations marks.
  ✓ Check and fix spelling.
  ✓ Add missing words (make it sound right).

NAME ___________________________ CONFERENCE DATE ____________

Title of Piece ______________________________________________________________________

These are the GOALS for my piece.

1. ________________________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________________________
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☐ I need help with . . .

1. ________________________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________________________

☐ I did a great job!
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